Paths overview

Paths are collections of content curated by Pluralsight authors and experts.

Most paths have levels, such as Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced. Taking a Skill IQ will place you in the correct path for your skill level. See Introduction to Skill IQ to learn more about skill measurements and rankings.

All paths can be found on the paths page (opens in new tab) and include topics such as:

- Cloud
- IT Ops
- Software Development
- Data
- Security

While paths can't be assigned, the URL can be shared with learners to direct them to a specific path page.
Please see Adding content to your channel for instructions on adding paths to channels.
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Synching path completion

Your path completion progress updates as you watch courses within the path. Sometimes your path progress may not sync if you found and viewed a course outside of a path, such as in Related Courses or the search function. To sync your path progress, open the path and click the previously viewed course.
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Learner feedback

We'd love to hear about your experience with paths. At the top-right corner of a path page, click Give Feedback to take a 2-3 minute survey that will help us learn how we can make paths even better.

If you need help, please email support@ pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.